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Excellence as a standard!

Hettich is known for their perfect combination of intelligent technology, functionality 
and design – from drawer and runner systems and from hinges to folding and sliding 
door systems.
At Nations Cabinetry, our main 
goal is to achieve operational ex-
cellence and provide outstanding 
customer service. Recently, we 
sent out a memo in regards to  up-
coming changes to our hinge and 
guide selection. This change allows 
us the efficiency to have a com-
mon platform in production, and 
manufacture our cabinetry with 
care, skill, and ingenuity.

Hinges from Hettich are the heart 
of good doors: innovative, reliable 
and long lasting. They provide top 
quality as well as clever mounting 
and adjustment capabilities. 

When it comes to runners for furni-
ture drawers and domestic appli-

ances, product diversity from Het-
tich is unbeatable. For any loading 
capacity, the versatile Quadro 
runner provide the best solution for 
convenient, reliable drawer open-
ing and closing for all classes of fur-
niture and domestic appliances.  
   
The Quadro runner guarantees 
lasting top performance and the 
last word in convenience for draw-
ers. Elegantly concealed under-
neath the drawer bottom panel.

A few key features of the Quadro 
runner are as follows:

Silent System: An innovative damp-
ening system for drawers that puts 
the breaks on for a slow motion 
stop.
High on durability: Steel balls nev-
er lose their perfectly round shape 
even when they‘re on the move 
and under pressure. Up to 180 pre-
cision balls, made of chromehard-

ened steel, guarantee the incred-
ibly smooth sliding action with a 
loading capacity of 90 lbs.
Tracking stability: The special pro-
files and precision steel balls work 
in perfectharmony.
Self-Cleaning: The system is 
self-cleaning. Any dirt is simply 
swept aside by the steelballs as 
they trave rse along the track.

QuadroThe Quiet Solution:

Quadro V6 IW 21
Silent System: An innovative dampening system for drawers that puts the breaks on for a 

  slow motion stop

High on durability: Steel balls never lose their perfectly round shape even when
  they‘re on the move and under pressure. Up to 180 precision balls, made of chrome-
  hardened steel, guarantee the incredibly smooth sliding action with a loading capacity 
  of 90 lbs 

Tracking stability: The special profiles and precision steel balls work in perfect 
  harmony

  Self-Cleaning: The system is self-cleaning. Any dirt is simply swept aside by the steel
  balls as they traverse along the track 
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